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Davi was having a hard time believing what was currently unfolding before her eyes. Sei and Mr. Chen 

fighting so intensely as though they were real enemies shocked her to the core. It was because, she 

never saw a real training like this making it hard for her to believe. They’re fighting exactly just like the 

supposedly impossible fight she only watched in action movies. Mr. Chen even has a gun and he’s 

attacking while Sei seemed to be defending. And watching them at that moment, just made her heart 

raced, because no matter how she looked at them, they’re fight was just too real and more than serious. 

She could see just how skilled Sei was, he’s even much better than Kaide whom she thought was the 

best. That moment, Sei was exactly just like a fierce deadly beast. And Davi never even imagined that 

he’s at this kind of level that anyone who might see him this moment will surely thinks he really is a 

monster. 

However, the other man, Mr. Chen, was like an evil villain from hell whom no one could ever defeat. He 

was obviously overpowering Sei at all aspects to the point that he seemed to be a cheat character in a 

fair fight. 

"That’s the skill of Sei’s personal bodyguard so you don’t have to worry about him, okay?" Kaide 

suddenly whispered to her, causing Davi to snap from this movie like situation. That moment, Davi 

remembered what she told Sei about becoming his bodyguard and she just fell speechless. Moreover, 

she started wondering why Sei’s mask remained intact despite all those insane moves of his. 

However, as soon as she returned her gaze towards them, Davi’s eyes turned wide when Mr. Chen 

locked Sei’s arm into his back as he pointed the gun in his head. That moment, Davi’s heart skipped a 

beat and her body just voluntarily moved faster than her brain and she just ran towards them. Davi 

stood just in front of Sei and she started trying to pull Mr. Chen’s gun away from Sei. 

"Please stop it Mr. Chen, please let him go, I’ll cook anything as you want... so please let him go." She 

suddenly pleaded, causing both of the men to froze into solid statue as they both looked at her while 

she looks like she was about to cry. And due to their intense shock, Mr. Chen instantly loosened his 

gripped on Sei so Davi immediately pulled her dearest husband away from the villain as she hugged him 

protectively. 

By the time both Sei and Zaki-in-disguised awakened from the shock, Zaki immediately covered his 

mouth with his hand, trying to suppress his laughter. 

Hahaha, what’s with this husband protecting angel? Pfft! This is killing me. Hahaha... 

Meanwhile, Sei who was being hugged protectively by her wife was gradually starting to blush as he 

covered his mouth with the back of his hand. Sei never expected her to suddenly show up looking 

worried to death and even pleaded while looking like she was about to cry. Moreover, Sei was being 

shocked by his own reaction. He was feeling sorry for making her misunderstand, he was feeling bad for 

making her worried, and yet here he was, blushing intensely. 

But thankfully, Sei managed to come back to his senses the moment he noticed her glaring at Zaki with 

sharp daggers. He then put his hand in her head and he began to caress her hair. 

"I’m sorry." He said softly, causing the girl to look up to him. 



However, before she could open her mouth to reply him, Mr. Chen talked as well. 

"Err... miss, I’m sorry for scaring you." The disguised Zaki said and by the time Davi turned her head 

towards him, he pulled the trigger of the gun in his hand and a water came out of it. That moment, Davi 

bit her lip as she realized how naïve she was. 

She then slowly let go of Sei as she hesitantly turned towards Mr. Chen, embarrassed but not sorry. 

"But... but why do you both look like you wanted to kill each other? You even hurt him," she said. 

"Err... it’s because your husband won’t train with me if I’m not serious to that extent," Mr. Chen replied, 

causing the girl to looked at Sei again. 

"Is he telling the truth?" she asked and when Sei nodded, she looked as though she finally felt relieved. 

"What’s with this young miss, are you looking at me like a villain now? You don’t even believe me 

anymore?" Mr. Chen said looking sad and disappointed. 

"It’s because... you’re scary." 

"Huh? Have you already forgotten who’s the real scary here? Isn’t it supposed to be that man beside 

you?" 

"He’s not. Sei is adorable, how could he be scary?" 

Due to Davi’s last line, the three men--- the masked man Sei, the disguised Zaki and the falsely 

proclaimed gay Kaide--- all had the same reaction. They all fell speechless as a certain noisy Mr. crow 

flew above their heads. 

 


